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 Consortium of 13 Colorado Community 

Colleges

 Largest Higher Education Institution in 

Colorado

 Serving over 140,000 students annually

 3 Academic Divisions (CTE, MS, LAC)

 221 courses

 >450 instructors



The Colorado Community College 

System has a detailed description of 

the course competencies of all 

Biology courses taught at the 13 

Community Colleges.



 Impact, share and improve educators’ best 
teaching practices and, ultimately, 
students’ retention and achievement. 

 Serve as a model for faculty and 
instructors to use in creating highly 
engaging and immersive courses.

 Help biology educators form an online 
community of practice for the 
implementation of immersive and games 
based learning. 



(1) Bioimmersive! Day

(2) Bioimmersive! MOOC 

(3) Bioimmersive! Conference

(4) Bioimmersive! EdCamp!



1- If there were no restrictions what would 

you want to do in your online course?

2- If you have developer privileges for 30 

minutes what would you want to change?

3- If you could work with an instructional 

designer for a half a day what would you 

to add in your course?



 Add my own material and activity.

 Eliminate the textbook.

 Add videos (Khan Academy).

 Add pre-test assessments for practice purposes 

(not graded).

 Develop blogs for the class.

 Develop text narrative

 Add applied research articles.

 Add short answer questions/ few MC 

questions.



 Redesign how to evaluate performance

 Change assignments

 Links to online apps related to the discipline

 Less text in the course shell

 Add interactive content.



 Add videos

 Discussions questions bank for instructors to 

choose from each week.

 Simplify access and directions for the labs and 

rubrics

 Fewer pages per module



 What is Authentic Assessment ?

 Video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bB7DoVk_DWg

 Break into groups
◦ Introduce yourself to each other
◦ 10 minutes to design how would you use that video 

for authentic assessment.
 Teams talk about what they came up with.

 5 minutes on how it was used for authentic 
assessment for Project Outbreak

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bB7DoVk_DWg


 Large Group Discussion

◦Attendees grabbed sticky notes and put 
their answer up on each

1- What is the newest discovery in your field?

2- What new technology would you like to use 
in your class?

3- Besides textbooks and publisher content, 
where do you go to get content or information 
for your class?



 Advanced in disease research

 3D printing for joint replacement

 CRISPR- Cas9

 Microbiome

 Quorum sensing

 Fake News

 New Stem cell harvesting techniques

 Climate change



 Have students generate videos for labs and 

evolving scenarios.

 Apps or games to reinforce concepts.

 Skype, social media

 Virtual labs

 Khan academy

 Simulations

 Digital microscopes/camera with computer 

software



 CDC,WHO

 Mayo clinic

 Pubmed

 WebMD

 Khan Academy

 Google

 TED talk

 Bozeman science



Now that we’ve reviewed authentic assessment 
and current trends in education, please answer the 
following questions. 

1- If there were no restrictions what would you 
want to do in your online course and why?

2- If you have developer privileges for 30 minutes 
what would you want to change and why?

3- If you could work with an instructional 
designer for a half a day what would you to add in 
your course and why?



 Make the course more interactive.

 Add evolving strategies and student 
generated videos.

 Develop ways for students to see and 
apply the course concepts so they 
recognize and appreciate the relevance of 
the material.

 Relevance = Learning



Now go back into the groups of 3

Pick one of the sticky notes from 

any of the three areas (5 min)

What would you need to make it 

happen (10 mins)

Group report out (15 min)



 Call for biology faculty and instructors to 

gain up-to-date science games based learning 

content and experiences in simulations and 

immersive environments founded on inquiry 

and science standards.

 Give faculty and instructors the opportunity 

to use social networking in a professional 

context.















 Participants will utilize cutting-edge science 
tools, virtual environments and game-based 
learning investigations, and deepen 
awareness of rewarding careers for their 
students. 

 Participants will update their pedagogy while 
networking with biology and biotechnology 
leaders and colleagues. 

 The conference will be delivered F2F.



 The "Edcamp!" event is a response to a 

discussion with biology faculty and instructors 

who have specific retention issues and want to 

collaboratively build a solution to that issue. 

The issue may be noted misconceptions, hard 

to grasp science concepts and student 

motivation questions. 

The EdCamp event will recognize and 

capitalize on the collaborative effort of faculty 

and instructors involved in the MOOC and 

also the conference.



 OER definition

 Authentic Assessments

 Latest Trends

 Changing the Culture

 Thinking of ways how students learn

 Changing the way we teach.



 Think of the Classroom of the future.

 Start with a L.O and decide what does it take 

to reach/teach it.

 Design specific courses/programs that cater 

to abilities and further sharpen the skills.

 Collaborate among departments.

 Blend the workforce with curricula.

 Better industry alignment.
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